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2200 SGD 2750 SGD
Extruded 1" nail-fin X X
Extruded 1.375" nail-fin - X
Improved OXXO mullion - X

Improved KD application (easier to install & stronger) - X

PVC reinforced installation screw placement - X

Extruded centering line for keeper placement - X

Simulated glazing line on exterior - X

Sloped weeping system in frame - X

Integrated weep channel in sash - X

Glazing pocket depth 0.6875 0.8100

AAMA-101 result for XO track frame LC-PG25 LC-PG25
48.875" Panel 48.5" Panel

AAMA-101 result for OXXO track frame R-PG15          LC-PG25
48.5" Panel 48.5" Panel

AAMA-101 result for XXO track frame R-PG20 LC-PG25
48.6875" Panel 48.5" Panel

Frame width - 2 track 5 ¹¹̷₁₆" 5 ¹⁵̷₁₆"
Frame width - 3 track 7 ⁵̷₈" 7 ¹¹̷₁₆"
Frame Height 1 ³̷₄" 2"
Jamb depth - 2 track - 1" NF / 1³̷₈" NF 4³̷₈" / 4" 4¹⁵̷₁₆" / 4½"
Jamb depth - 3 track - 1" NF / 1³̷₈" NF 6⁷̷₁₆" / 6¹̷₁₆" 6¹¹̷₁₆" / 6⁵̷₁₆"
Sash width 1 ³̷₄" 1 ³̷₄"
Sash height 2 ⁹̷₁₆" 2 ³̷₄"

2200 vs 2750 SGD Comparison

This allows the sash weeping system to carry more water.

One of the biggest benefits is that the 2200 and 2750 SGD look identical. At first glance most people do not realize that they 
are looking at a different product. Once you dive into the details you can clearly see the difference. This will aid in the roll out 
of the new product.

The improved mullion provides additional strength when the panels are in the lock position.

Using 3M VHB tape as a primary seal, the frame members screw together using extruded screw bosses.

Reinforcement at the installation screw location aids in eliminating of pocket deflection. This results in a smoother sliding door. 

The center of the pocket is extruded with a score line making it easier to center the keeper every time.

This detail not only gives the interior & exterior the same look, but it adds a little contrast to the large flat surface.

This allows the frames weeping system to carry more water.

Moving forward, the taller glazing pocket should allow us to develop products with stronger glazing requirements.
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2300 vs 3750 SGD Additional Notes
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